BENEFIT SPOTLIGHT

Top Member Request: Job Safety Analysis Toolkit

Use this simple step-by-step method to analyze tasks, uncover potential hazards and develop safer solutions. Designed for supervisors and employees working together, the Job Safety Analysis (JSA) process helps improve employee engagement and gives employees ownership of their solutions and job safety.

The member-exclusive JSA Toolkit includes:

- Tip sheet describing the process
- Talking points to inform employees
- Template JSA form to print for writing plus PDF fillable fields for computer use
- Sample JSA form (completed)
- Poster for supervisors
- Digital slides for your monitors

Get the Toolkit»

SAFETY+HEALTH MAGAZINE

2021 Training Survey
The pandemic has prompted changes in delivery methods, but will the switch be permanent?

Read more

LIBRARY ALERT

Situational awareness, drowning rescues, and women’s crash injury risk

The NSC Library has added material on these and many other topics to its collection of more than 160,000 research studies, articles, and best practices. See the Member Exclusive Library Alerts for what’s new this month.
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